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Received:  4/5/22 

Person who received it:  Julie Barnes 

Category:  Vision/Dream 

On my way to church yesterday, I saw a pair of black leather gloved hands holding a 
sword.  The sword came down and split the cloud, above the church, to the ground.  
The left side grew taller and expanded while the right side stayed the same. 

The color of the scene was black and white.  Neutral.  I didn’t feel anything about it . No 
emotions.  It was like I was just seeing something take place as an observer.  The 
slicing with the sword was one smooth motion.  It sliced down to the ground.  I feel it 
was a warrior skilled in the art of war. 

The cloud stayed there.  The right side stayed the same height and depth and 
dimension.  The left side grew taller and expanded upward.  I always see things 
happening from the west when I head to church.  So, the gloved hands and sword 
sliced through from the west side of the cloud.   

Setting:  Black and White (Warning):  “Revealing the enemies plans” 
> General interpretation of the types is in the negative. 

   : Church:  Spiritual arena / atmosphere.  (Word of Life & TBO) 

- Pair > ‘2’ > “Division, difference, to divide, opposition, to accuse” 
- Black > “Death, destruction, impurity, lack” 
- Leather > “Death, Dead, a covering of something that was living, now is dead” 
- Gloves > “Covering”. (Black Gloves:  “Evil Works”) 
- Hands > “Works, labor, influence, anointing, involvement” 
- Sword > “Evil Words” 

- Cloud > “Covering, Glory” 

- Warrior skilled in the art of war > “Spiritual Source and Warfare” 

The non-emotion, being simply an observer states the dream is simply being given as 
fact, and the observers is not the main participant of the dream.  The main focus of the 
Vision/Dream is the church and the Glory. 
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The Kingdom of Darkness is planning an attack against the churches.  It will 
specifically affect the Glory and Presence (Cloud) of God on the churches.  It will be 
instigated through the “Divisive, Destructive, Dead Covering of the influence and evil 
anointing / involvement of evil words” (a Pair of Black Leather Gloved Hands wielding a 
Sword). 

Just like in the book of Revelation, when there is spiritual movement, it precedes 
physical movement.  The whole purpose of this attack is to use bad / evil words to 
destroy / kill the Glory (Power and Presence) that is on the churches. 

The physical movement / response to this will be in the realm of complaining, 
murmuring, criticizing, gossip, slander, lies, etc. (Evil Words under demonic influence). 

- One smooth motion > ‘Once it starts, it will be difficult to stop’ 
- Sliced to the ground > ‘Down to the earthly, carnal’ 
- Skilled Warrior > ‘Fallen angel, demonic’ 

The picture is showing us to pre-empt it, before it gets started.  (This message from 
God is so that we take Pre-emotive Action on it)  What it ultimately wants to touch is 
earthly, carnal, the old nature.  It’s a spiritual effort / attack. 

- The cloud remained > ‘The Glory stayed intact over the churches’ 

- Right > “Direction of favor, accepted, generally good, authority, power” 
- Same height, depth, dimensions > ‘The glory didn’t leave, but it didn’t 

grow either’ 

- Left > “Direction of disfavor, rejection, generally not good, judgment, spiritual 
warfare” 

- Grew taller and expanded upward > ‘The cloud is now showing us that 
once it’s split, (once division, disunity, strife take hold) the ‘Left’ side 
will grow and enlarge.  It is showing that an evil or imposter will get 
into what God is doing, and cause the evil to grow.’ 

 - West (side) > “To bring to a close / end” 

  > The things that God has been doing with his presence and Glory 
in the churches, the Kingdom of Darkness wants to bring to 
an end. 


